
SOCCER SOCKS: long socks worn to cover shin guards.

Participants in Loudoun Soccer are expected to provide their own equipment. Some of these items
are age-specific, while others may be used or worn until you child outgrows them or until the items

no longer function. Many may be handed down from older siblings.

Below is a list of required items, which may be used as a "Back-to-Soccer" shopping list.

BACK-TO-SOCCER
S H O P P I N G  L I S T

SOCCER CLEATS: strongly encouraged for all players Grade 1 and older. Cleats
must be of molded rubber - no metal cleats allowed! Athletic shoes (gym, tennis,
etc.) and turf shoes are permitted. Cleats with front toe studs (baseball, football,
lacrosse) may NOT be worn. Shoes should have a 1/4 to a 1/2 inch of room at the
toe for proper fitting.

SHIN GUARDS: this is a pad worn on both shins to
protect from injury. Shin guards should be worn
UNDER socks and be completely covered. They are
required at both practices and games.

SOCCER BALL: this will vary depending on the age group
of each child:
Size 3: ages 3-4, Pre-K, Kindergarten, Grades 1-2
Size 4: Grades 3-6
Size 5: Grades 7-12

WEATHER APPROPRIATE CLOTHING: 
Hot weather: shorts, t-shirt
Cold weather: hat, gloves, base layer, jacket or sweatshirt,
track or sweat pants

LARGE WATER BOTTLE OR JUG

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTED  ITEMS
1. Backpack or duffle bag: to carry equipment

2. Goalkeeper gloves (grades 3-12): 
for those players who play that position

4. Small Ball Pump and Needle

5. Cooling Towel

OFFICIAL LOUDOUN SOCCER
REC UNIFORM KIT

For Grades 1-8, purchased online at
www.loudounsoccer.com

Grades 1-6  (Rec and Challenge):
red jersey, white jersey, black shorts,

black socks

Classic Grade 7-8:
numbered jerseys (red and white),

black shorts, black socks

Pre-School, Pre-K, Kindergarten,
High School: 

Jersey provided  (included in
registration and distributed by coach)
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3. Small First Aid kit


